
AI)VFMURES WITH INVENTORS,

To the popular mind the practice of law suggests little, if any-
thing, in the way of adventure . It denotes, rather, all that is staid
and orderly. In the trial of a cause, particularly one involving
horror or scandal, onlookers concede that even a learned counsel
beneath his funeral gown may feel an occasional thrill of excitement .
In the humdrum of office work any appeal_ to the spirit of sport or
adventure seems woefully lacking.

The ordinary client is to his lawyer a doleful companion .

	

From
first to last, in court and out of it, he is a person making complaint
and seeking relief. Those who constitute exceptions to that rule
may exert on their solicitor a peculiar charm.

	

The vagaries of their
thought, the fancifulness of their schemes sometimes lead staid
lawyers into excursions along the bypaths of business where every
step brings some sort of adventure. There is one such client who
may allure us into exploits that are truly Quixotic .

Though secretive and exacting in all his instructions, this client is
one of the most loyal and most cheerful . He respects highly the law
that is to protect his own rights . In the realm of business, with all its
pettiness and greed, he looms up a true nobleman .

	

Despising trifles,
he talks of money only in millions .

	

In the sphere of science, with
its devotion to all that is exact and prosy, he displays the fevour
and faith of a poet .

	

Like the prospector seeking gold, he sees visions
and dreams dreams . As a benefactor of humanity, he holds out
promises that are astounding.

	

A cheerful and magnanimous person-
age is he who by the light of his evening lamp has become the sole
and original inventor of some new and useful improvement in a
world-wide utility such as an -Engine, a pump or a plough .

There was the case of an inventor, Mr. B .

	

His solicitor,-now
too eminent in the profession to be named in this narrative,-found
in this client a worthy rival in point o¬ eloquence.

	

Unlike most in-
ventors, Mr. B. was not exactly an amateur at his work . He was
professional to the extent that he gave to the work his whole time
and lived entirely by the earnings of his wife .

	

Like Xanthippe the
wife was woefully deficient in appreciation of her husband's genius ..
She provided, besides the necessaries of life, a dull background
against which the genius of her spouse might shine.

	

After a series
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of minor inventions, Mr. B, had reached his masterpiece in the form
of . a plough .

All Mr. B . needed to enrich himself . an&his associates beyond
the dreams of avarice, were the Letters-Patent and the business
organization . To his solicitor he offered the usual retainer of a
fractional share in all rights and profits . from the venture . The
solicitor accepted, whereupon he acquired not only à client but a
comrade. The adventure of Mr. B . and . his solicitor began with an
excursion into the distant field of physical science . It ended in a
neighbouring field of stubble.

The greatest mechanical invention in human history, Mr. B .
would declaim, was the carriage wheel : Its uses had multiplied
beyond calculation .

	

The spade, that ordinary tool of gardeners . and
grave-diggers, was another device for saving energy, simple yet
marvellous.

	

The spade lent itself to the downward push which uti1=
ized the natural force of gravity .

	

In the agricultural plough, how-
ever, improved and refined as,its mechanism was by modern science,
we had an implement that was still primitive and crude .

	

The pro-
cess of dragging it meant a waste of energy .

	

Mr. B. in his masterful
invention had combined the efficiency of the wheel with that of the
spade .

	

He had invented a rotating plough,
The whole device, like all great works of creative art, was amaz-

ingly simple It was a wheel elongated into a cylinder of great
weight, with blades like widenéd spades radiating from the outside .
With a certain curvature to each blade,,springed hinges on each, they
were to cut into . the earth as the wheel rolled onward, severing and
turning with a minimum of effort strip after strip of soil ., Ploughing
was to become a matter of mere driving. Mr. . B . fully realized him-
self and. readily convinced listeners that the agricultural world would
soon be at his feet .

While the application for patent was Pending it wqs an easy
matter to enlist the moral and financial support of local business men.
The prospects were alluring.

	

Mr. B . was not to be a prophet with
out honour in his own country, especially when any honour done
him was to redound to the financial Advancement of those conferring
the honour. The day of days in the inventor's career arrived with
the completion of a rotating plough in the form of a working model.
The final step towards fame and fortune was to be a demonstration
of the model actually working in the field .

It is still the era of horse and buggy, but inclement weather does
not deter from attending the great test either demonstrator or spec.
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tators . In the stubble field of a farm near town there gathers a
select crowd of shareholders headed by the inventor and their soli-
citor .. Two powerful horses step up to the tongue of the plough .
Mr . B . mounts the driver's seat, receives the reins and ceremoni-
ously cracks his whip . The plough lurches forward a foot or two,
then stops . Two more horses come forward to assist. Another
crack of the whip and away goes the plough, travelling high and
clear on the points of its blades like the paddle wheel of a rolling
boat as it rises from the water and appears to walk upon the waves.

Mr. B . alone is ready with an explanation, and it is one that may
never be refuted . Some minor adjustments are necessary so as to
co-ordinate the force of gravity, represented by the weight of the
plough, with the horizontal force or draft exerted by the horses .

A young practitioner who had perhaps less ability than affa-
bility gradually gained the goodwill of an elderly and distant per-
sonage who came to him as a client until he was calling that client
"Joe." In due time he discovered Joe's deepest secret . Joe was an
inventor, and his latest achievement was a, pump.

In Canada the proceedings leading to patent were already well
advanced, but in foreign countries much remained to be done . For
mere advice and correspondence Joe's new associate was to receive
the generous allotment of a one-fifth interest in the patent rights
acquired in all countries outside the British Empire and the United
States .

Here was an invention of fabulous possibilities . One of the
great chores of mankind was to elevate liquids, especially water,
from the levels where nature had placed them to positions within the
reach and use of us all .

	

In that respect uplifting was something more
than a pleasant diversion for mind and tongue . The village pump, the
city water mains, the hydraulic rams, the dams of irrigation works
and the pipe lines of oil fields, all these told the same tale of our
unceasing effort to lift upward what by nature's decree was flowing
downward.

	

The effort was world-wide, universal .

	

For one man to
make that effort easy for all, to make nature herself do the big end
of the work,-as Joe remarked, this would make the work of Thomas
A. Edison look like child's play .

The principle of the new pump was simple ; the construction of it
was bewildering. The principle was that -the water raised by each
stroke should by its weight go towards raising more water. Two
pipes, prolonged to any height, with elaborate connections at the
bottom, would work in see-saw fashion one against the other as both
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filled up with water. The man working the pump handle would fnd -
' that, deep or .shallow, one well would give up its water, as easily as
another.

	

The last stroke on raising water would be no harder than
the first stroke.

Luckily the working model of Joe's primp arrives before the
inventor's new adviser has done much beyond studying the mechani-
cal wonders of it at all . For the sake of secrecy; the demonstra
tion is to take place in an obscure corner of an abandoned farm.

	

In
,,lieu of a well sunk in the earth, Joe is to use for elevation the end
of a barn .

	

Standing the, pump in a large trough of water, and
placing. the, handles at the bottom instead of the top, Joe directs his ,
confident and adviser to busy himself with those handles white Joe
himself perches high on the gable of the barn to steady and guide
the upper end of the apparatus. If ever anyone paid the full
`penalty for credulity the frail lawyer working those pump handles
does so now.

	

By efforts that are Herculean she manages to raise the
water in both pipes to the full height .

	

The water spouts from one
pipe, then from the other into open space high above his head .

	

One
dose of it comes splash upon his- head and shoulders ; in a frantic
effort to dodge the second deluge, he falls backward into the trough
of water.

"Too much friction yet," says Joe.

" You are using the wrong kind of water," says an academic
friend to whom the solicitor has later betrayed his client's secret ;
" you need water that will run uphill."

A criminal lawyer;-if we may use this designation for a very
worthy friend without leaving it open to the ribald construction that,
it is a nounal compound requiring a hyphen,tells of a diverting
offer he received from a client in the visiting room of a jail . The
client faced a charge of gross indecency. An illiterate foreigner, he
seemed to think lightly of his predicament and to ponder intently
on a mechanism which was the invention of his own brain.

	

What
he offered his counsel by, way of retainer for his defence was a com-
mercial interest in the invention. From the outset the device indi-
cated to the unmechanical mind of the counsel something in the way
of perpetual motion . With the callous shrewdness of his kind he
refused the offer and gave it consideration only as the basis for a

plea of insanity .
This prisoner awaiting trial had in his days of freedom dis-

covered what proved to his satisfaction an amazing oversight on the
part of hydraulic engineers.

	

He again had found a new use for the
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power of gravity.

	

It was just a matter of floating wood on water.
Shove a block of wood down into a vessel of water and up it would
come of its own accord .

	

Slip the wood into the bottom of the same
vessel without the exertion of shoving it down, and up it would come
just as readily. The application of this idea was easy . The outcome
was a chain of wooden blocks passing around wheels and in its
upward course passing through a vessel of water 'after the fashion
of some political movements "from the bottom up." Thus could
mankind derive power from the clean and cheap process of filling
occasionally a tank with water.

One other enterprise with an inventor still awaits the adventurer
from the ranks of the legal profession . A fireman, or coal heaver,
in the powerhouse of a coal mine feels constrained to put to some
good use the power that daily goes to waste through his smokestack .
A series of rotary fans or propellers placed inside the stack, he
argues, will absorb and emit wonderful driving force . It is just a
matter of harnessing that energy in heat which causes the fumes and
the smoke from a fire to rise. To any solicitor undertaking the task of
crystallizing this idea into a patent right the inventor promises a
liberal division of profits.

Like the poor, the inventor is always with us . Sooner or later
he projects himself into the precincts of almost every law office.
The lawyer who is at once discreet and professional may never fall
a victim to the wiles of his client .

	

He will act only for remunera
tion in cash on the usual scale of fees .

	

Occasionally however, one
yields to the temptation to take a sporting chance in the client's
game. One common weakness may make them toward each other
wondrous kind ; they are both amateurs in the spheres of engineering
and finance.

	

One common return will accrue, one of doubtful value
but of certain charm, the experience of adventure with an invention.

Lethbridge, Alberta. A. B. HOGG .


